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Evolution of avalanche conducting states in electrorheological liquids

A. Bezryadin, R. M. Westervelt, and M. Tinkham
Department of Physics and Division of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02

~Received 17 November 1998!

Charge transport in electrorheological fluids is studied experimentally under strongly nonequilibrium con-
ditions. By injecting an electrical current into a suspension of conducting nanoparticles we are able to initiate
a process of self-organization which leads, in certain cases, to formation of a stable pattern which consists of
continuous conducting chains of particles. The evolution of the dissipative state in such a system is a complex
process. It starts as an avalanche process characterized by nucleation, growth, and thermal destruction of such
dissipative elements as continuous conducting chains of particles as well as electroconvective vortices. A
power-law distribution of avalanche sizes and durations, observed at this stage of the evolution, indicates that
the system is in a self-organized critical state. A sharp transition into an avalanche-free state with a stable
pattern of conducting chains is observed when the power dissipated in the fluid reaches its maximum. We
propose a simple evolution model which obeys the maximum power condition and also shows a power-law
distribution of the avalanche sizes.@S1063-651X~99!04606-1#

PACS number~s!: 83.80.Gv, 05.65.1b, 82.70.Kj, 05.70.Ln
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I. INTRODUCTION

A breaking of translational or temporal symmetry oft
occurs if a homogeneous, spatially extended system is dr
far from equilibrium. This results in pattern formation@1#.
The patterns~sometimes called ‘‘dissipative structures’’! ac-
celerate the energy dissipation and the motion of the sys
towards equilibrium. Spatiotemporal disorder which occ
if the patterns vary in time and space can involve the cha
evolution of an amplitude field@2,3#, or it can be connected
with the dynamics of defects@4#. Also, out-of-equilibrium
driven systems withthresholddynamics exhibit a rich phe
nomenology, from synchronized behavior@5# to self-
organized criticality~SOC! @6,7#, when the long-range cor
relations are manifested as power-law distributions
avalanche sizes and lifetimes@8,9#.

In this paper we study the evolution of dissipative stru
tures in initially homogeneous electrorheological fluids@10#
suddenly driven out of equilibrium by applying a strong ele
tric field. The driving mechanism of the evolution is found
be a competition between the forces which attempt to or
the system and the destructive influence of increased the
fluctuations. The ordering forces appear when the syste
driven out of equilibrium. In our case it is the electric fie
which polarizes the particles and leads to dipole-dipole
traction between them. The ordering leads to an increas
the dissipation rate. The increasing rate of the dissipation
associated temperature rise have an opposite, destructiv
fect on the self-organized structures.

Our attention will be restricted only to systems withlim-
ited dissipation. They consist of two parts: an ‘‘adaptive
subsystem~the electrorheological fluid! and a ‘‘rigid’’ sub-
system~in our experiments it is a plain resistor connected
series with the fluid!. The rigid part imposes an absolu
limit on the power dissipated in the fluid. As a consequen
there is a global nonlinear interaction between all dissipa
elements of the forming dissipative structure. Two types
collective behavior which lead to an increase in the dissi
tion rate have been encountered. These are~i! the conducting
chains@11# which appear due to the dipole-dipole attracti
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~6!/6896~7!/$15.00
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and ~ii ! convective flows of electrically charged volumes
the liquid ~see the illustration in Fig. 1!. The degree of order
is characterized by the electrical current, which we can
curately measure. The charging of nanoparticles and the
sociatedrepulsionbetween them competes with the dipol
dipole attraction and renders the chain formation le
evident than in usual electrorheological liquids with ze
conductivity @12# where the charging is not possible.

New findings/results presented in this article are the f
lowing. ~i! Two qualitatively different current-carrying state
are found in electrorheological liquids exposed to a stro
electric field. A ‘‘scale-invariant’’ avalanche state~AS! ap-
pears at the beginning of the evolution. It resembles the S
state observed previously in, for example, sandpiles@8#, and
is characterized by a power-law distribution of avalanc
sizes and durations~even though there is no external flu
drive @13#!. ~ii ! The AS can transform itself into a stable sta
~SS! with a visible pattern of strings of nanoparticles~Fig.
2!. ~iii ! This transformation~which can be considered as
pattern formation! takes place only if the power dissipated b
the adaptive part~the fluid! reaches its maximum~imposed
by the rigid part!. ~iv! We propose a simple evolution mod
which obeys the ‘‘maximum power’’ principle@14,15# and

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Two electrodes
immersed into electrorheological liquid~dashed region! and biased
with V05100 V. The charging of particles at the electrodes cau
the electroconvection. Also, polarization of particles by the appl
electric field leads to chain formation. The dissipated power is l
ited by the series resistorRs .
6896 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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shows an avalanche state with a power-law distribution
sizes and durations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The sample configuration is depicted in Fig. 1. It consi
of a pair of stainless-steel parallel cylindrical electrodes,
mm in diameter, separated by a distance of 10 mm and
mersed over 10 mm into an electrorheological fluid. T
fluid consists of a dielectric solvent~toluene! with ultrasoni-
cally dispersed conducting carbon nanoparticles@16# avail-
able commercially@17#. The concentration of particles i
'0.02 mg/ml, which is far below the percolation thresho
Consequently, the initial resistance between the electrod
high (;1012 V). At time t50 a dc voltageV05100 V is
applied to the electrodes through a series resistorRs ~Fig. 1!.
Then an evolution curve, current vs time,I (t), is measured.
In the following discussion we will distinguish betwee
curves measured on the ‘‘same sample,’’ and on ‘‘differe

FIG. 2. A time series of sample photographs, which illustr
the process of pattern formation. The electrodes are visible as b
regions on the left and right sides of each image. The spacing
tween the electrodes is'2 mm. The first picture is taken befor
the voltage was applied (V50 V,t,0). The following images
show the process of pattern formation between the biased electr
(V5100 V). They are taken att52, 300, 310, 350, and 400 s, re
spectively. The third picture (t5300 s), is taken a few second
after visible chains appeared for the first time. Subsequent ph
graphs show the tendency of bundling.
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samples.’’ In the first case a series ofI (t) curves is measured
on the same hermetically closed bottle with electrodes
the fluid. To restore the homogeneity, the fluid is excit
ultrasonically before each newI (t) measurement@18#. Mea-
surements on different samples mean that a new, freshly
pared suspension is used for each new sample.

III. TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

Experimentally we find three main evolution scenari
~ES!. ~i! ES1: The first measurement on a freshly prepa
suspension shows a monotonic growth of the current w
time, if the concentration of particles is high enough. A
example of such behavior is given in Fig. 3~a!, curveA. ~ii !
ES2: Next measurements on the same sample show m
more complicated curves with three different stages. For
ample, the curveB in Fig. 3 was measured on the sam
sample as curveA after the fluid was again homogenize
ultrasonically. CurvesC andD were taken one after the othe
on a different sample, using a much higher series resistorRs .
They also illustrate the scenario ES2. Three different sta
observed in the ES2 case are described below. Stage 1:
ing the first few hundreds of seconds~or less! after the volt-
age is applied, the current is small and it does not gr
considerably. Stage 2~avalanche state, AS!: strong fluctua-
tions of the current~by a factor of'100 in some cases!
appear; the averaged value of the current (^I &) gradually
increases. Stage 3: The current rapidly increases to y
higher level and the fluctuations disappear. Thereafter
current continues to grow very slowly and monotonical
This new stable state, which is the final stage of the evo
tion, is characterized by a visible and stable pattern of
tangled strings composed of carbon particles. Example
such strings are visible in the four bottom pictures of Fig.
~iii ! ES3: After a few successive measurements on the s
sample the system cannot reach the stable state any more

ck
e-

es

o-

FIG. 3. Examples of the evolution curves~current vs time! for
two samples.~a! Curve B is measured after curveA on the same
sample withRs548.1 MV andV05100 V. CurvesC, D, E, andF
show successive runs on another sample withRs51.04 GV and
V05100 V @curvesE and F are plotted in~b!#. The particle con-
centration was'0.02 mg/ml in all cases.
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6898 PRE 59A. BEZRYADIN, R. M. WESTERVELT, AND M. TINKHAM
the first two evolution stages are the same. Examples of s
evolution curves are shown in Fig. 3~b!, curvesE and F.
These curves were taken after curvesC andD, on the same
sample. The avalanche state in the ES3 case lasts;105 s
and finally, instead of the transition to the stable state,
current slowly decreases to zero; the conducting s
‘‘dies.’’ This happens when most of the particles cluster a
settle down.~iv! After many (;10) measurements, the sam
sample shows no current growth at all.

The described evolution scenarios are quite general. T
have been observed in liquids with different viscosity~tolu-
ene, hexadecane, mineral oil!, with different electrodes~e.g.,
Pt, Sn!, and at different values of the series resistorsRs . We
have also found that the evolution scenarios described ab
can be observed not only by doing repetitiveI (t) measure-
ments on the same sample~this ‘‘aging’’ technique was de-
scribed above! but also by reducing the concentration of t
nanoparticles, while theI (t) curve is measured only once o
each new sample with a freshly prepared suspension.
concentration reduction leads to the same transitions betw
evolution scenarios as the aging@when a series ofI (t) mea-
surements is made on the same sample#. The aging approach
was found to give much more reproducible results than
approach when the concentration is the control paramete

IV. IMAGING OF THE PATTERN FORMATION PROCESS

The evolution of patterns in electrorheological liquids c
be observed directly with an optical microscope. Pho
graphs shown in Fig. 2 illustrate different stages for the e
lution of the type ES2. The first image shows an aggrega
process which takes place in the suspension of particle
zero electric field. Formation of fractal-like clusters is clea
visible.

The voltage was applied at timet50 between the two
electrodes~black!. The applied field causes a strong pola
ization of the clusters~made of electrically conducting par
ticles!. The second photograph in Fig. 2 shows that at
'2 s, i.e., immediately after the voltage was applied, all
aggregates break apart, so the fluid looks much more
form. This rupture process is due to the polarization m
tioned above. Since opposite sides of polarized cluster
nanoparticles carry opposite charges, big enough cluster
pulled apart if the applied electric field is strong enough.

During the first few hundreds of seconds the syst
shows some sort of collective behavior which may be ca
electroconvection or a ‘‘shuttling’’ effect. At this stage th
electrical current is carried from one electrode to the other
macroscopic streams which develop in the fluid. Each stre
carries many charged particles~or small clusters of particles!
with the same charge. Upon the contact with the opposi
charged electrode, the particles acquire the opposite ch
and start to move toward the opposite electrode. Initia
those streams are very unstable and the flow looks ‘‘tur
lent.’’ With time, new streams nucleate, become strong
and disappear. This shuttling effect is shown schematic
in Fig. 1. At this stage no stable strings were observed.

As time passes, the streams become bigger and slowe
some moment we observe an abrupt ‘‘stabilization’’ tran
tion ~which takes less than a second! when the turbulent
electroconvection disappears and continuous strings of
ch
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ticles, extended from one electrode to the other, become
ible. This is illustrated in Fig. 2~third image!, which is taken
a few seconds after the first stable strings became visi
Note that though we do not see the strings before the st
lization transition, we cannot exclude that some strings
particles are being formed for a short time and then
stroyed by heating or convection. After the pattern is sta
lized, the strings show a tendency to form bundles. As
shown in the fourth, fifth, and sixth images of Fig. 2, the
bundles grow continuously with time~which leads to the
measured monotonic decrease of the sample resistance!.

V. THE MAXIMUM POWER PRINCIPLE

The electrical scheme of our setup is shown in Fig. 1. T
power dissipated by the electrorheological fluid can be w
ten as Pf5I (V02Vs)54Pmax/(r 1211/r ) where Pmax

[V0
2/4Rs , r[Rf /Rs , Rf[Vf /I is the time-dependent resis

tance of the fluid,V0 is the battery voltage applied to th
fluid and the resistorRs connected in series~see the sche-
matic in Fig. 1!, Vs (Vf) is the voltage drop on the serie
resistor~fluid!, and thereforeV05Vs1Vf . The expression
for the Pf has a single maximum which is achieved wh
r 51 or Rf5Rs . Therefore the maximum power which ca
be dissipated by the fluid isPmax5V0

2/4Rs . Note also that
the expression for thePf is symmetric under substitutionr
→1/r or, what is the same,Rf→Rs

2/Rf . In other words, any
allowed (Pf<Pmax) level of the dissipated powerPf ~except
only one pointPf5Pmax) can be achieved in two physicall
different states of the fluid. Our measurements show t
these two states are qualitatively different. All states w
Rf.Rs are characterized by strong avalanchelike curr
fluctuations. As soon as the fluid resistance decreases to
level Rf5Rs where dissipated power reaches its absol
maximum, the fluctuations disappear abruptly. AtRf,Rs the
fluid resistance continues to decrease but slowly and mo
tonically. In Fig. 4 we plot the power dissipated by the flu
~normalized byPmax) versus time. CurvesG and I ~which
correspond to the ES2 scenario! illustrate the maximum
power principle for two different values of the series res
tanceRs548.1 MV ~curveG) andRs51.04 GV ~curveI ).
In both cases the huge current fluctuations disappear w
the power reaches the maximum whenPf /Pmax51. The
curve H shows the normalized power vs time in the ES
case. In this evolution scenario the power does not incre
up to the Pf5Pmax level. Consequently the system nev
stabilizes. To summarize, the experiment shows that
choice between the two scenarios~ES2 or ES3! is deter-
mined by the ability of the adaptive part of the system w
limited dissipation to reach the maximum rate of energy d
sipation.

VI. AVALANCHE STATE AND SELF-ORGANIZED
CRITICALITY

It is interesting to compare the dynamics of fluctuation
observed in our systems, to the critical behavior of sandp
and other self-organized systems. We suggest that the h
current fluctuations measured before the pattern is stabil
constitute an avalanche activity of the dissipative structu
To make a quantitative comparison, we analyze the distri
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tion of avalanche sizes~X! defined as the amplitude~in am-
peres! of each monotonic decrease of the current. This d
nition is acceptable since the noise level of our appara
(,1 pA) is much lower than the amplitude of the curre
fluctuations. Similarly, the duration of an avalancheT is de-
fined as the duration~measured in seconds! of each mono-
tonic current drop.

Statistical analysis shows that the avalanche activity
our system is scale invariant. This means that the avalan
distributions do not peak at any particular value. In the
ample of Fig. 5~b! ~see triangles!, the avalanche-size prob
ability density DX follows a power-law distributionDX
;X2a ~with a'1) over about four decades. This sugge
that the dissipative structure~before it is stabilized! is in the
self-organized critical state. To corroborate this, we ha
found the distributionDT of avalanche durations which i
plotted in Fig. 5~c!. It is also a power-law distribution:DT
;T2b, as can be expected for a self-organized critical st
The exponent is larger in this case:b'2.3. Other samples
have shown a very similar behavior.

The distributions of avalanche sizes and durations, p
sented above, have been calculated for the evolution cu
of the type ES3. In this case the avalanche state lasts u
105 s. In the ES2 case, the avalanche state lasts for a m
shorter period of time, but the distributions are similar
those in the ES3 case.

VII. DISSIPATIVE ELEMENTS AS BUILDING BLOCKS
OF THE DISSIPATIVE STRUCTURE

Many properties of the pattern evolution, describ
above, can be understood by introducing the notion of ‘‘d

FIG. 4. The total power dissipated by the fluidPf5IV f , nor-
malized by the maximum powerPmax5V0

2/4Rs , is plotted vs time.
CurvesG and I are derived from curvesB andD ~Fig. 3!, respec-
tively. Curve H is calculated from anI (t) curve measured afte
curveB.
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sipative elements’’~DE!. The dissipative structure is as
sumed to be composed of relatively independent dissipa
elements. In general, a DE is a region of space where
sort of self-organization or collective behavior~in our system
it may be chain formation or electroconvection! leads to a
strong increase of the local dissipation. The capability
each DE to dissipate energyGi ~which is electrical conduc-
tance in our case! as well as the total number of DE’s ar
assumed to grow with time. This reflects the general t
dency of ordering, observed in nonequilibrium systems. T
tendency will force more and more particles to join the e
isting dissipative elements or to form new ones. This proc
of ordering may be limited by the heating associated with
activity of each DE. To build a simple evolution model~see
below! we will assume that any DE burns out when t
power dissipated in it reaches some critical valuePc . This
constitutes the threshold dynamics of our system.

Under the assumptions outlined above, the evolution c
sists of nucleation, growth, and destruction of dissipative
ements. The stabilization transition, observed experim

FIG. 5. ~a! A small segment of an evolution curve of the typ
ES3 measured atV05100 V andRs52.8 MV. ~b! The top curve
represents the distribution of avalanche sizes~X! calculated from
the experimental time dependence shown in~a!. The straight line fit
gives the probability density asDX;X2a with a51. The bottom
curve shows a model-generated distribution of avalanche size
this case the exponent in the power law isa'2. The bottom curve
was shifted from its original position for clarity.~c! Distribution of
avalanche durations~T! found experimentally. The straight line i
DT;T2b. The exponent of the power-law fit isb'2.3.
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tally, can be understood in the following way. In the ca
when the total rate of the dissipation is limited~by the pres-
ence of a series resistor in our case!, the pattern stabilizes i
a sufficiently big number of DE’s with high enoughGi val-
ues develops at the same time. In this case the total d
pated power~which is never bigger thanPmax) will be shared
between a big number of DE’s. Therefore the dissipation
each DE (Pi) can never become strong enough for it to bu
out.

It has to be explained why the stabilization coincides w
the point of maximum power and does not depend on
properties of the fluid. This follows from the fact thatPf
54Pmax/(r 1211/r ) and therefore the decreasing res
tance~or increasing conductance! of the fluid causes an in
crease in the dissipation rateonly if r .1 or Rf.Rs . Oppo-
sitely, if Rf,Rs then the increasing degree of order a
associated decrease in the fluid resistance lead to adecrease
in the power dissipated in the fluid. Therefore the patt
stabilizes as soon as the power reaches the maximum.
assume here that the degree of order always increases
time if the system is driven far enough from the equilibriu
~meaning in our cases that the applied voltage is str
enough!. Also we assume that the ordered structures may
destroyed due to the heating, butonly if the local power
reaches some critical value~as was already explained above!.

VIII. EVOLUTION MODEL

To confirm our hypothesis that the experimentally o
served behavior is caused by nucleation, growth, and
struction of DE’s by the local heating associated with ea
DE, we suggest the following simple evolution model fo
mulated in terms of electrical circuits. LetRi be electrical
resistance of thei th dissipative element. The conductan
Gi51/Ri represents the efficiency of thei th DE to dissipate
energy. The number of particles joining each DE increa
with time and soGi increases as well. All DE’s are assume
to be connected in parallel. We consider a model where
power dissipated by all DE’s together cannot exceed so
valuePmax. In the model~as well as in the experiment! the
power is limited by a resistorRs connected in series with
DE’s. The total current can be written asI 5V0 /(Rs
11/Gf) where the total conductance of the fluid isGf

5( i 51
N Gi . The sum is taken over all available dissipati

elements. Their total number will beN (N@1), but some of
them may be switched off~meaning thatGi50 for them!.
The ‘‘threshold dynamics’’ appears due to the assumpt
that the heating destroys the order in thei th dissipative ele-
ment and its conductance goes to zero if the powerPi

5Vf
2Gi dissipated by this particular DE exceeds some cr

cal valuePc (Pc!Pmax). Since all DE’s are assumed to b
connected in parallel, they all will be biased with the sa
voltage Vf5V02IRs which depends on the total condu
tance of the fluid (Gf51/Rf). Clearly this causes a globa
~and nonlinear! interaction between all DE’s. Indeed, if on
of the DE’s burns out, thenVf increases and therefore som
other DE’s with a high conductance may burn out as w
This leads to further increase of the voltageVf applied to the
electrodes and may lead to destruction of other DE’s. Suc
‘‘chain reaction’’ can explain the avalanches observed
perimentally.
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Our numerical model works as follows. Att50 all dissi-
pative elements have zero conductance (Gi50). Each time
step we choose randomlyN1 integer numbersKm such that
1<Km<N. Some ofKm numbers may be identical. HereN1

is a fixed number, such that 1<N1<N. It controls the nucle-
ation rate of dissipative elements. TheKm numbers represen
dissipative elements the conductance of which is going to
increased during the time step. The conductance of D
with corresponding numbersKm is increased in the following
way: GKm

→GKm
1RND. HereRND is a random value, such

that 0,RND,STEP, and STEP is a constant representin
the growth rate of DE’s. Therefore the growth of each DE
a ‘‘biased random walk.‘‘ If two numbersKm are equal then
GKm

will be increased twice, and so on. After the condu

tance of all randomly chosen DE’s is increased, followi
the algorithm explained above, we calculate the power di
pated in each DE using the expressionPi5Vf

2Gi . If a dissi-
pative element for whichPi.Pc is found, its conductance is
set to zero, representing the destruction of this DE. Af
each such destruction event the voltageVf , which is the
same for all DE’s, is updated. We proceed to the next ti
step only when there are no DE’s withPi.Pc left.

It is remarkable that this simple model can produce e
lution curves which are very similar to the experimen
ones. Three examples of the power versus time depend
are shown in Fig. 6. In all these examples the DE nuclea
rate N155 and the critical powerPc51.8Pmax/N are the
same. The parameter which is changed is the DE growth
STEP. If the growth rate is low enough, the model genera
a smooth evolution curve without avalanches, which lo
similar to the experimental curves of the type ES1. Such
example is given in Fig. 6~a!. The absence of the avalanch
activity is due to the low rate of the conductance grow
which means that a large number of DE’s can form bef
any particular DE reaches its critical power point. So t
total dissipated power can reach the maximum before
DE burns out. After the total power reaches its maximum,
dissipative elements will be destroyed because the proba
ity that the rate of the heat dissipation in each particular
would increase goes to zero.

At higher growth rates@see Fig. 6~b!# the model generate
more complicated evolution curves. Now it shows the tra
sition from an avalanche to the stable state, similar to
experimentally measured ES2 scenario. If the growth rat
chosen to be yet higher@Fig. 6~c!#, the normalized power
(Pf /Pmax) always stays well below unity. Since it neve
reaches the maximum (Pf /Pmax51), the stabilization canno
be achieved. Consequently, the curve shown in Fig. 6~c! rep-
resents the ES3 scenario when the avalanche state las
definitely long.

In the framework of our model, the same three types
behavior~ES1, ES2, and ES3! can be observed if the growt
rate is kept constant while other parameters are changed
example, at low values of the critical power we always o
serve the ES3 scenario. By increasing the normalized crit
powerNPc /Pmax it is possible to shift the system to the ES
and even to the ES1 scenario at yet higher values of
normalized critical power. The maximum power principle
always obeyed: The stabilization takes place only if t
power can reach the absolute maximum. The mod
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generated evolution curves are also characterized b
power-law distribution of avalanche sizes@see Fig. 5~b!,
solid dots#. The power-law exponentamodel'2 is higher than
the experimental value (a'1). In many systems describe
previously by other authors an opposite relation was
served when the theoretically predicted value for the ex
nenta was smaller than the values observed in experime

The model suggests three main parameters which con
the transitions between different evolution scenarios. Th
parameters are the rates of nucleation and growth of diss
tive elements and the normalized critical powerNPc /Pmax of
the DE’s destruction. Experimentally we observe differe
evolution scenarios by aging the sample~see the discussion
above!. It is not well established which one of the contr
parameters changes during the aging. Preliminary obse

FIG. 6. Three examples of model-generated evolution curv
All parameters are the same except the growth rate~STEP! of the
dissipative elements. This parameter has the valueSTEP
50.2/NRs , 0.3/NRS , and 0.6/NRS for curves~a!, ~b!, and~c!, re-
spectively. The other parameters areN580, N155, and Pc

51.8Pmax/N.
a

-
-
s.
ol

se
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t

a-

tions suggest that in the process of the chain formation
particles can form stable clusters which cannot be dissoci
during subsequent ultrasonic excitation. This irreversi
clustering leads to a decrease of the total number of indep
dent particles participating in the chain formation, and co
sequently causes an effective decrease of the parametN
which represents the maximum number of chains. The n
malized critical powerNPc /Pmax decreases with decreasin
N. This is one possible explanation for the aging proc
described in Sec. III which leads to the observed transiti
from ES1 to ES2 and subsequently to the ES3-type scen

Our model possesses certain similarities to the mod
developed by Sornette@13#. He proposed a class of models
which the self-organized nature of the criticality stems fro
the fact that the critical point~defined as the point when th
coherence length becomes infinite:j→1`) is attracting the
nonlinear feedback dynamics. His models are based on
existence of a feedback of the order parameter on the con
parameter. Our model also possesses certain feed
mechanisms since the order parameter, say dissipated po
tends to destroy the order in the system. This leads t
decrease of the conductance and therefore causes a chan
the voltage applied to the fluid, which can be considered a
control parameter. On the other hand, our model is differ
since it is not spatially extended in the usual sense. In
model each dissipative element interacts withall other DE’s
with the same strength, not only with neighbor DE’s. The
fore our model may be considered as a zero-dimensio
one, so that the notion of critical state~which is used in
Sornette’s models!, defined as the state when the coheren
length diverges (j→1`), is not applicable to our system
Our model is based on an assumption that the order wh
develops in somenonequilibriumsystem may cause its ow
destruction due to the heat dissipated by the ordered st
tures themselves.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we present an experimental study of
evolution of patterns in a system with limited dissipatio
Experiments are done on a new type of electrorheolog
fluid. A transition from the SOC-type scale-invariant av
lanche state to a stable pattern is observed. It takes p
when the power dissipated in the adaptive part of the sys
reaches its maximum defined by the rigid part. A gene
model of the pattern evolution in nonequilibrium system
with limited dissipation is suggested.
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